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The Telegram Science & Technology is published annually at the DGIST.
The Telegram is a university news magazine, which delivers various news
as a collection of headline events occured in the previous year at the DGIST.
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[March 18, 2014]

Kurt Wüthrich, a Nobel

DGIST participated at the event.

Prize winner in Chemistry,

During the lecture, Dr. Wüthrich presented

has joined the DGIST
faculty

Best Faculty with
World-renowned
Scholars

potential applications of protein using the
NMR techniques and suggested its expected
advances in the healthcare, agriculture, and
nutrition fields.

Dr. Kurt Wüthrich, a 2002 Nobel laureate
in chemistry and a leader in the nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy field,
is joining Daegu Gyeongbuk Institute of
Science and Technology as a distinguished
adjunct professor of the department of new
biology. The appointment takes effect March

"This is the first time for DGIST
to have a faculty member
who was awarded the Nobel prize

Kurt Wüthrich

18.

Distinguished Adjunct Professor of
New Biology
- Nobel laureate in Chemistry (2002)
- Professor, ETH Zürich
-M
 olecular Structural Biology,
Protein Science and Structural

and I hope this will be
Dr. Kurt Wüthrich was awarded the
Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2002 for
his development of nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy for determining
the three-dimensional structure of

an exciting opportunity for both of us.

Genomics

His presence at our institution itself is
enough for our students to be

biological macromolecules in solution. He
began his career at the ETH Zürich (Swiss

inspired in their studies and researches."

Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich)
as a professor of Biophysics. He currently
maintains a laboratory both at the ETH
Zürich and at The Scripps Research Institute

Hae-Ri Bu, a student who got an opportunity

in La Jolla, California.

to hear Nobel laureate's lecture for the first
time in her life, mentioned that "Listening

"This is the first time for DGIST to have a

to the stories that professor Wüthrich

faculty member who was awarded the Nobel

gave during his lecture with humor, I

prize and I hope this will be an exciting

could shorten the distance between Nobel

opportunity for both of us. He is expected

laureates and me once thought to be too far

to play a great role in establishing global

to narrow it, acknowledging that he is also a

excellence of our institution, conducting

human. He gave me confidence and a dream

various researches converging several

that someday I will be a Nobel prize winner

academic fields of study," said president

like him, of course with continuous efforts

Sung-Chul Shin, "DGIST will continuously

and studies."

John Byrne

Distinguished Adjunct Professor of
Energy Systems Engineering
-D
 istinguished Professor in Energy
& Environmental Policy, University
of Delaware
- Director of CEEP
- Nobel Peace Laureate (2007)

attract world's renowned scholars to pursue
further global excellence and to establish

Much of Wüthrich's career has been

global network."

devoted to the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) of proteins. Wüthrich received his
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Meanwhile, Dr. Wüthrich delivered a special

graduate degree in chemistry, physics, and

lecture under the title of 'The protein

mathematics at the University of Berne in

universe and daily life' and many students

1962, and received his doctoral degree in

including faculty members and staffs of

chemistry at the University of Basel in 1964.

Erwin Neher

Distinguished Adjunct Professor of
Brain and Cognitive Sciences
-N
 obel Laureate in Physiology or
Medicine (1991)
- Professor, University of Göttingen
- Electro Physiology, Ion Channels
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Nobel Laureate
Kurt Wüthrich appointed to
Distinguished Adjunct Professor
of New Biology

Summer Study Abroad Program and Research Internship

In the end of June, more than 70 freshmen left Korea to participate in the 2-month study abroad programs at UC Berkeley and Stanford.
This year, DGIST carried out a study abroad program as a part of DGIST Freshman Global Leadership Program (FGLP). Upon their study
abroad in United States, taking not only sciences but also art & humanities courses, the students took a step forward as a well-rounded
global leaders.

FGLP (Freshman Global Leadership Program)?
DGIST's unique program prepared to nurture its students as professionals with global leadership. In
2014, DGIST established a study abroad program, which offers an opportunity to take courses and to
experience foreign cultures at the most prestigious oversea universities.

A letter from University of California, Berkeley
# FGLP Epilogue by Sung Jin Ahn

Hello, I am Sung Jin Ahn, a freshman in DGIST's undergraduate program.
I would like to share my first U.S. life at the UC Berkeley with some tips
for future participants of the next FGLP program. The biggest reason
why I chose to take summer classes at Berkeley is a desire to interact
with a variety of students of all nationalities. I focused on studying during
the summer session, of course, but I also tried to enjoy the moments in
United States hanging out with new friends from all over the world and
experiencing their cultures. Here is a tip for you. Clarify your own goal

DGIST Freshmen enjoyed their exciting and meaningful summer by participating in
research internships and summer study abroad program.

before participating in the program. It could be 'enjoying life in U.S. with
a balance between studying and entertaining' like me. If you attend the
program with your own strong sense of direction, regardless of whatever
you do and how you spend the period, it will be meaningful.

Every summer, each department of the DGIST
graduate school offers research internship programs
for undergraduate students from home and abroad.

A letter from DGIST

# Summer Research Internship Epilogue by Won Ha Lee

# FGLP Epilogue by Sung Jin Ahn

During the internship period, various research
activities are carried out at labs in six departments:

A

Department of Emerging Materials Science,

s I have long been interested in diagnosis and therapy of
brain disorders, I chose to spend my first summer vacation as an

Information and Communication Engineering,

undergraduate student participating in the research internship

Robotics Engineering, Energy Systems Engineering,

program at the Department of Brain Science of DGIST. I

Brain Sciences and New Biology. For the year 2014,

conducted a research on human electroencephalographic (EEG)

the program was carried out from the end of June to

response to olfactory stimulation, which is an experiment using

the end of July at our campus. DGIST freshmen, who

the brain waves that came through the scalp as a response

applied to the program, participated in 4-week long

of olfactory stimulation to be analyzed to give the observer a

research program with other selected undergraduate

present state of brain function. During the internship period, I

students from other institutes and universities and

could see how much the interdisciplinary approaches between

had valuable moments to experience a wide range

brain science and information technology are important

of experiments and researches finding their future

and could understand why DGIST has been emphasized the

career direction.

'convergence' philosophy along with the vision 'World-leading
Convergence Research University.'
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A letter from Stanford University

Hi, I am Bo Min Kim, freshman of the School of Basic Science at DGIST.
Through the FGLP, I was afforded an opportunity to study abroad at
Stanford University for almost two months. Now, I am writing a letter
to you from Stanford, taking various classes: 'Introduction of Biology',
'Astronomy', and 'Oral Communications for Foreigners.' Especially, in
the Oral Communications class, I could interact with many international
students learning their cultures and customs. All things considered, the
moment in America was great! I enjoyed an opportunity to practice my
English to the fullest in the english-only environment; except the FGLP
parties, there were no Koreans but only foreigners. From making jokes to
giving presentations in classes, about 85% of words that I have spoken in
there were all in English. I will definitely miss studying here at Stanford. I
hope the next FGLP participants enjoy a life here more than I did.

THE TELEGRAM SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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Freshmen Learning
Inside and Outside the Classroom [August, 2014]

Distinguished
Lecture Series
Inviting world’s greatest scholars with globally notable research achievements
like Nobel laureates, DGIST seeks to establish an excellence in
convergence research and education, providing students with great opportunities
to grow as creative global talents in science, to eventually become
as a ‘World-leading Convergence Research University.’
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Two Nobel Laureates on DGIST Podium

NOBEL WEEK

anniversary, DGIST invited internationally
prominent scholars to Nobel Week to give a
series of lectures on several topics that are
both academically important and relevant
to establishment of the students' academic
motivation and passion as future scientists.

[October, 2014]

The Nobel Week brought distinguished lecture series and

Prize in Chemistry 2011 under the topic "The Discovery of

discussions with two Nobel laureates, Dr. Kurt Wüthrich and

Quasi-Periodic Materials"

Dr. Dan Shechtman, for 5 days from October 20 to 24.
Dr. Shechtman is the Philip Tobias Professor of Materials
On October 20, Dr. Kurt Wüthrich, who has been recognized

Science at the Technion-Israel Institute of Technology. He

as the world's leading authority on Nuclear Magnetic

also ran for the presidential candidacy in Israel to innovate

Resonance(NMR) Spectroscopy, delivered a lecture under the

education systems, which is a quite unique background as a

topic "Basic Research and Human Daily Life." In his lecture,

world-renowned scholar.

he explained how the sciences have been enhanced along with
the development of humanity from the past to present and

The lecture programs were open to public, and, consequently,

touted the importance of fostering more creativity in science

over than 1,000 of DGIST members, students from local high

education to wisely cope with the coming age where science

schools and universities, and local residents from Daegu

and technologies will play a bigger role in our daily life.

Hyunpoong area visited DGIST during the week.

Before the lecture, there was a discussion session with

Dr. Sung-Chul Shin, president of DGIST, said that "The two

Ambassador Jörg Al. Reding of Switzerland, Dr. Kurt Wüthrich,

nobel laureates gladly responded to our invitation to the Nobel

and DGIST President Sung-Chul Shin. Those three scholars

Week with their support to our vision to become a world-

freely exchanged their opinions about future directions in

leading convergence research university." He added "It was

science education and research of Switzerland and DGIST.

very meaningful for our students and the local community to
have the opportunity to see and hear the depth of knowledge

Dr. Wüthrich was awarded the 2002 Nobel Prize in Chemistry

reflecting their years of experience, and this would definitely

for his work on developing Nuclear Magnetic Resonance(NMR)

motivate and affect the listeners in setting their future directions

Spectroscopy. He currently maintains a laboratory both at the

as a scientist."

ETH Zürich and at the Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla,
California. He has also been Distinguished Adjunct Professor at

Until now, 21 scholars including 8 Nobel Laureates have stood

DGIST.

at DGIST podium through the DLS program. The DLS program
is a lecture series program of DGIST delivered by many world-

On the last day of the Nobel Week, October 24, Dr. Dan

renowned scholars in science and technology fields.

Shechtman shared his experience about receiving the Nobel

Dr. Kurt Wüthrich emphasizes the importance of contribution to humanity as
a scientist explaining how basic science has been enhanced the history of the
humanity.
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As part of celebrating events on its 10th

Celebrating 10th Anniversary,
A Lecture Series with Nobel Laureates

Dr. Dan Shechtman and DGIST Preside nt Sung-Chul Shin share their opinions
regarding importance of basic science and future direction of creative education
in science and engineering fields.
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2014 DGIST University
Rowing Championships
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[November 8, 2014]

University Rowing Teams
Travel to Nakdong River,
Hyunpoong
From the year 2014, early November means one thing in
Hyunpoong: the annual DGIST regatta. The premiere of
DGIST University Rowing Championships, which was held
on November 8, ended in great success.
Over than 120 of crews from universities across the country
- DGIST, UNIST, Korea University, Yonsei University, Inha
University, Korea Maritime and Ocean University, Handong
Global University - travelled to Nakdong River in Hyunpoong
for the 2014 DGIST University Rowing Championships.
Yonsei University, DGIST, and Korea University won gold,
silver, and bronze medals respectively in races over the short
sprint distance of 500m. For the Indoor Rowing 2,000m,
both the Men's Four (4+) and the Women's Four (4+) also
went to the Yonsei.

As an extra rowing competition, crews from universities
across the country randomly made up several co-ed teams
regardless of their affiliations and competed indoor races,
breaking down the barriers between their regions, genders,
and universities.
"For today's event, crews from many universities have been
working very hard and pushing each other throughout the
long period, and they are now starting to see it pay off," said
coach Su-Il In (Professor, Department of Energy Systems

The following universities are the crowned
champions for 2014:
▲ Eights 8+, 500m
- Gold Medal Winner : Yonsei University
- Silver Medal Winner : DGIST
- Bronze Medal Winner : Korea University
▲ Indoor Rowing Event, Men's Four, 2,000m
- Gold Medal Winner : Yonsei University
- Silver Medal Winner : UNIST
- Bronze Medal Winner : Korea Maritime
and Ocean University

Engineering, DGIST). Professor In added that the regatta
will be increased in its size every year even as a future world
university championships, expecting to lead sports and
cultural activities of university students"

▲ Indoor Rowing Event, Women's Four,
2,000m
- Gold Medal Winner : Yonsei University
- Silver Medal Winner : DGIST
- Bronze Medal Winner : Handong Global
University

Celebrating 10th Anniversary, A Lecture Series with Nobel Laureates
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y attending the cultural events, DGIST students experience the diverse offerings

Biseul Cultural Event

and understandings of culture and artistic expressions - music, movies, literatures,
and art performances with interpretations -at firsthand, which help them to be
cultured, develop potential abilities, and derive creative ideas.
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RESEARCH

DGIST identifies the cause
of rheumatoid arthritis [January, 2014]
Prof. Daehee Hwang(Department of New Biology, DGIST Graduate School)
and his team opened the door towards the possibility of full recovery
from rheumatoid arthritis

DGIST revealed on the 8th that a research team led by

means it is caused by the body's immune system attacking

removed from synovial cells, it was

diseases related to rheumatoid

Professor Daehee Hwang from the Department of New

itself, it is not yet known what triggers this though. Through

suggested that this could be a new

arthritis.”

Biology has identified the cause of rheumatoid arthritis.

this research, however, the process of how bone and

target for treating rheumatoid arthritis.

The research was carried out through a joint research

cartilage is destroyed in rheumatoid arthritis patients was

with Professor Wan-Uk Kim's research team from Seoul

identified for the first time.

This research was supported by the
Prof. Daehee Hwang stated that

Leading Characterization Research

“A way to a full recovery from

Project of the Ministry of Health and

The research team analyzed synovial cell DNA obtained

rheumatoid arthritis was opened by

Welfare, and the research results were

Rheumatoid arthritis is a chronic, systemic inflammatory

from patients with rheumatoid arthritis to find 13 DNA

proving a mechanism that selectively

published in the December issue of

disorder which occurs in around 1% of the entire

candidates, which are responsible for aggression and

represses the destructiveness of

the US Proceedings of the National

population, and it primarily affects joints destroying bone

destruction, proving that Periostin and Twist DNA play a

synovial cells,” also adding that“the

Academy of Sciences (PNAS), an

and cartilage as synovial cells proliferate, similarly to

decisive role.

new analysis method of system biology

international academic journal in the

applied in this research can be utilized

field of medicine and science.

St. Mary's Hospital.

tumors.
Rheumatoid arthritis is an autoimmune condition, which

22 2014 DGIST NEWS MAGAZINE

Also, by identifying that aggression and destruction

in the diagnosis and treatment of

significantly decreased when Periostin and twist DNA were

various diseases in the future, including

*periostin : a protein normally
expressed during cardiac
development but also reexpressed following injury
to adult tissue. Periostin
functions as a ligand for
alpha-V/beta-3 and alpha-V.
beta-5 integrins to support
adhesion and migration
of epithelial cells. Overexpression of periostin was
reported in several types of
cancer, most frequently in the
environment of tumor cells.
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Enhance the Efficiency of
High-polymer Solar Cells [January, 2014]

Celltronics Technology to Control
Individual Cells [May, 2014]

Increased by more than 25% of the previous level of energy conversion
efficiency to bring forward commercialization

Opened the way for developing the next generation's cell chip through digital control
of single particles and cells

electron transporting layer. This eased the

DGIST announced on May 20 that a research team

Analysis of the difference among single cells,

Woo(Senior Researcher, Energy Research

transportation of electrons to increase the

led by Dr. Cheol-Gi Kim (Professor, Department

and cellular signal transduction will be available

Division, DGIST) and his research team

photoelectric efficiency.

of Emerging Materials Science), and Dr. Benjamin

through this single cell control using celltronics,

B. Yellen (Professor, Duke University) jointly

and therefore it is expected to bring a great

developed the celltronics technology, which can

innovation to the research on cancer metastasis.

jointly developed a technology, which
enhances the efficiency of solar cells by
approximately 25% compared to existing

Senior researcher Sungho Woo said that the
“research results are the key technology to

cells, with Prof. Youngkyoo Kim’
s research

enhance the efficiency of high polymer solar

team (Kyungpook National University).

cells greatly without changing the material

control single cells using micro-magnetic devices
and super-paramagnetic nanoparticles.

Additionally, dormant cells among infected cells
can be easily detected and analyzed with the

in the photoactive layer or the manufacturing

Celltronics is a compound of 'cell' and 'tronics',

new technology. Accordingly, the technology

In this research, DGIST applied a

equipment”and added,“it will eventually

which means 'digital control of cells.' The

is expected to lead the new drug development

polyethylenimine (PEI) solution with a

lead to the commercialization of high-

technology enables digital control of individual

through researches on activation process and

nano-meter width to a zinc oxide surface

polymer solar cells, which are considered as

cells in a similar way that conductor, semi-

drug response of dormant cells.

during the manufacturing process of high-

the next generation's solar cells.”

conductor, diode, capacitor, and transistor control

polymer solar cells to increase the existing

RESEARCH

DGIST revealed on the 16th that Dr. Sungho

electrons in an electronic circuit.

Professor Kim said, "Celltronics is a system based

efficiency of 7% to 8.9%, which is an

The research result was published in the

increase of more than 25%. Also, the width

online version of the Advanced Energy

Inspired from the operation mechanism of

to fabricate the devices and to control the single

was optimized to achieve an improvement

Materials on January 8th which is an

memory device through an electronic control

cells. with the well-developed magnetic thin

in the photoelectric efficiency of at least 9%,

internationally renowned academic journal

logic, Professor Kim's research team has

film and lithography technologies, it would be

and the mean efficiency was nearly 10%,

in the field of energy materials. The research

developed a technology which controls single

easier to commercialize this system." He added,

representing the best overall efficiency of

team of Prof. Yeonjin Yi from Yonsei

particles and cells through local magnetic field

"Our technology will bring an innovation in

commercialized high-polymer solar cells.

University assisted in the interpretation of

control in micro-fluidic environments using

detecting cancer metastasis and its therapy."

the surface effect.

magnetic particles and micro-current.

on a high-polymer, organic foundation.

On the other hand, the Energy Research

Celltronics is an active control technology that

the online Nature Communications, a

They have the advantages of being ultra-

Division has been conducting many

allows fast and efficient separation and control

multidisciplinary journal of the Nature

shallow, flexible, and inexpensive. Hence,

researches on solar cells using various types

of single cells by attaching magnetic nanoparticle

publishing group, on May 14. The 1st

they are receiving attention as a next-

of organic and inorganic semiconductors

to the target cell out of thousands of cells in

author of the paper is Byeonghwa Lim,

generation solar cell, but commercialization

to obtain top-level efficiency. They

the experimental group. This technology is

who is doing doctoral course in Emerging

has faced challenges due to their low

are pushing ahead with the

expected to impact the next generation's cell-

Materials Science, DGIST Graduate

photoelectric efficiency.

development of next-

chip technology, which is essential for the

School.

on an electronic circuit algorithm, and it is easy

High-polymer solar cells are manufactured

Meanwhile, the paper was published on

generation hybrid solar

heterogenous cell research related with their

The DGIST research team thinly coated

cells which combine the

growth and therapy, and genetic information.

the electron transporting layer with a

characteristics of each

polyethylenimine solution to reduce the

form of technology.

Thus far, most of researches on cells have been

charge loss due to the high-energy barrier

based on the average information gathered from

between the photoactive layer and the

a group of cells, rather than analyzing each
individual cell to find differences, because there
were no technologies to actively control the single
cells so far.
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A New Way to Sense
Carbon Dioxide?
[May, 2014]

DGIST developed a new material for
electrochemical sensing of carbon
dioxide, which is expected to replace
existing commercialized sensors
RESEARCH

Hot Luminescence in Plasmonic
Silicon Metamaterials [August, 2014]
On May 30, DGIST announced that a

dioxide can be done by monitoring

alternative method to replace the

research team led by Professor Nak

the changes of ionic conductance in

existing sensors, which has been widely

The research team of Professor Chang-Hee Cho of the

Cheon Jeong from the Department of

the MOF material. For instance, the

commercialized until now, with its

Department of Emerging Materials Science at DGIST has

Emerging Materials Science developed

conductance quasi-exponentially

various strengths: low-temperature

successfully explained ‘hot luminescence mechanism’

Living in the era of Smart, the speed of information

a new material that enables precise

decreases as the quantity of adsorbed

operation, high selectivity for Co₂
, and

which significantly increases the radiative emission

transmission and processing based on electrical

detecting of the carbon dioxide content

carbon dioxide increases.

economic feasibility.

efficiency of semiconductor silicon materials. The research

interconnects is thought to be approaching its limit and

was carried out through an international joint research

the demand of new technologies using light, so called

In contrast to this MOF material, the

Professor Jeong said,“Through the

with a research team led by Professor Ritesh Agarwal at

silicon photonics technologies, has been increased. As

Through this work, Prof. Jeong and his

established sensing technologies, which

research, we have developed a new

the University of Pennsylvania.

a result, the demand has spurred investigation globally

colleagues discovered the reversibility of

based on semiconducting materials, have

type of sensor and revealed a sensing

the new material, called metal-organic

a limitation on sorting out Co₂from

mechanism in this material.”He also

Through an application of the hot luminescence

framework (MOF)*, on its adsorption

the admixture of Co₂
, O₂, and H₂
O at

said,“We hope this work would be a

mechanism to plasmonic metamaterials, which are tailor-

and desorption of atmospheric carbon

room temperature. Thus, equipping

trigger to open a new academic field in

made composites of semiconductor silicon and metal, the

The research presented possibility of developing a

dioxide. This work has been achieved

a component for maintaining sensors

the MOF materials area.”

joint research team has successfully induced luminescence

semiconductor silicon based light source with high

by a collaboration with a research group

at high temperature, and thereby,

from non-luminous semiconductor silicon.

radiative emission efficiency and made a step toward

led by Prof. Stoddart in the Department

desorbing the contaminants from

The research result was published

of Chemistry, Northwestern University.

sensor materials, has been necessarily

on the JACS (Journal of the American

Due to the low radiative emission efficiency of the

required in the existing method. This

Chemical Society) on June 11, 2014.

semiconductor silicon, thus far, the material has been only

in atmosphere.

plasmonic metamaterials.

into the silicon photonics, which is an optical based
information processing technology.

implementing technical realization of the silicon
photonics.

The MOF material, comprised of

sort of additional equipments have let

utilized in electronic devices like computer processors and

Prof. Cho mentioned that“We could successfully explain

rubidium cations and γ-cyclodextrin,

the sensor devices cumbersome and

Meanwhile, this work has been

memories and there has been difficulties in developing

hot luminescence mechanism in plasmonic metamaterials

has also shown a CO₂selectivity with its

expensive.

conducted with the supports from the

semiconductor silicon based light-emitting devices.

made of semiconductor silicon and metal through various

adsorption behavior. The characteristic

R&D program sponsored by DGIST

spectroscopic experiments and theoretical modeling."

of MOF material allows detection of

If it could be successfully fabricated in a

and the Basic Science Research Project

The research team combined metallic cavity resonator

He added,“The research is expected to contribute to the

carbon dioxide at room temperature.

submicron-thick films, the MOF sensor

for Young Faculties sponsored by the

and semiconductor silicon together and finally induced

development of high efficiency semiconductor silicon-

In principle, the detection of carbon

is expected to be utilized as an

National Research Foundation of Korea.

efficient luminescence in visible range using the hot

based light sources and various optical devices."

luminescence mechanism. The team used 'energy
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs): MOFs are an intriguing class of crystalline nanoporous materials that can readily assembled by combining
metal ions and multitopic organic ligands.

excitation and temperature-dependent spectroscopy'

More detailed information on this research is available at

to identify that the hot luminescence was caused by

Nano Letters online published on August 19, 2014.

the interaction between electrons and phonons in
semiconductor silicon and plasmons in metal of the
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A Young Scientist, One
Step Closer To A Dream

[August, 2014]

Ah Interview with Dr. Daegun Oh and the Wall Penetrating Radar Technology
Regarding the research results, two papers
Robot Systems Research Division at DGIST) and
Dr. Jonghun Lee (Director, Robot Systems
Research Division),‘An improved MVDR-

was developed for the first time in Korea by the research team led by Dr. Daegun Oh, a senior researcher of the Robotics Systems
Research Division at DGIST, The results were published at the IEEE Communication Letters.
What follows is a brief remix of conversation we had, which also shows us how a young scientist is getting one more step closer
to his dream at DGIST.

Like TOA Estimation Without EVD for Highresolution Ranging System’and‘Robust Superresolution TOA Estimation against Doppler Shift
for Vehicle Tracking’by Dr. Jonghun Lee,

01

A brief introduction of

The new wall penetrating radar system supports higher resolution output comparing to existing

the newly developed

penetrating radars, as the source technology has its base on the Multi-dimensional Shift Invariant

technology?

Structure.

were published in the IEEE Communications

Our team could develop a new algorithm of measuring distances to realize a real-time radar

Letters.

technology with low-complexity and super-resolution even in the restricted embedded system,
simplifying the data processing system.

These researches were conducted under

In addition to the super-resolution imaging, through applying the source technology to Frequency

supports from the Ministry of Science, ICT

Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) penetrating radar system, we could improve the performance
to detect hiding targets in just few centimeters of margin of error.

and Future Planning, through‘DGIST R&D

From the source technology to core module design, signal processing algorithm, and performance

Program’and the‘MIREBraiN Researcher

evaluation, the system was entirely developed by domestic technologies.

Start-up Program.’

02
03

What attracted you to

When I was concerning about where I should go for my future career after my graduation, I was

DGIST for your future

told that DGIST has the most well-established research infrastructure for the domestic radar field.

direction?

Then I thought that it would be good to actually do the interesting radar researches a DGIST as I was
convinced of DGIST’s enthusiasm for the research.

Why did you decide to

It was more attractive to me that the penetrating radar is widely considered as difficult issues.

develop this kind of

Also, although researches on penetrating radar has been actively conducted in many countries, the

technologies?

researches are still in its early stage.
Until now, the wall penetrating radar has been mainly utilized for the military purposes, using them
for situational understanding of enemies inside a building in state of terrorism. However, beyond the
current utilization of the radar system, I wanted to apply the technology in establishing more efficient
management system in any state of disaster or emergency, helping rescuers to rapidly detect where
the people are trapped in concrete or steel structures. Furthermore, the technology is expected to
contribute to find Sinkholes in the near future.

04

What development will you

I will definitely continue my researches and studies on the super-resolution imaging technologies

tracking most closely in

in wall penetrating system. Especially, I want to apply the technology for a development of new low-

the future?

orbit penetrating radar system like the North Korean small aircraft, which will not be easily detected
by radar due to its low-altitude flying and has sparked an international attention these days. I hope
the technology is widely utilized in various ways and fields soon.
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co-written by Dr. Oh (Senior researcher,

On June 30, DGIST announced that a penetrating radar system for super-resolution imaging of objects behind walls or obstacles

Who has seen the Wind?

[September, 2014]

A wind-driven mechanoluminescence display
There is an expression that says“Feel the wind”

Q. Mechanoluminescence has been sustained as just of academic interest due to its limitation in practical

But, what if the‘untouchable’and‘unseeable’wind becomes‘visible’? Have you

application. What caused you to have interest in the mechanoluminescence despite of the difficulties in

ever imagined a world with wind-powered displays? This could be possible with an

research?

Jeong’s research team at DGIST. Dr. Jeong’s research team have created a material

To tell the truth, the research was begun almost accidentally as I chanced upon the idea of mixing fluorescent

that emits bright white light when a stream of air is blown over it. Let’s hear more

substance and rubber while making electroluminescence materials. I just mixed it. But, I figured out that the composite

story from Dr. Soon Moon Jeong.

material emits light whenever I touched or picked it up with tweezers. I thought it was because of static electricity
at first time, but I was wrong. There was a research paper about‘triboluminescence’published in the Nature, which

Mechanoluminescence (ML)?
Mechanoluminescence is light emission resulting from any mechanical action on

light is generated through the breaking of chemical bonds in a material when it is pulled apart, ripped, scratched,

a material. That is, a luminescence activated by mechanical stress causing transfer

crushed, or rubbed as one example of mechanoluminescence. After doing some research, DGIST including our

and recombination of electrons.

members and the head director of the Research Institute decided to financially support us, showing their interests to
mechanoluminescence, and I thought it would be a great opportunity to start the research in earnest.

Q. To start with, can you give us a brief introduction of the newly developed technology?
In 2013, our team discovered a mechanoluminescent composite film which

Q. When you were conducting the research, were there any supports provided?

generates light with a naturally vibrating phenomenon (e.g., wind). We could enhance ML

Actually, the research itself was not difficult as the material can be produced by simply mixing several

intensity and sustainability by embedding zinc sulphide(ZnS) microscopic particles in a

compositions. Due to its simplicity, indeed, there are many labs following my research. With the correct ratio of the

polydimethylsiloxane(PDMS) composite. All the mechanaoluminescent materials discovered so

compositions, I can guarantee that even you can make it. (laugh)

far had several associated problems. One was that the light they produce is very faint. Another

Nevertheless, I think that may not be so easy to be interested in this topic as the mechanoluminescence covers

problem was that the light is unrepeatable. Most studies of mechanoluminescence(ML) have

not only material engineering and mechanics, but also light-specialized field, which means knowledges and researches

been performed by breaking quartz, sugar, rocks, alkali halides, and molecular crystals.

in other fields are required for sure. I think I was lucky to approach to the research with relative ease at DGIST where

As this required the materials to be fractured, mechanoluminescence was not thought

the ‘convergence’, interdisciplinary approaches, is emphasized.

to have any practical applications until elasto-mechanoluminescent materials were discovered
in 1999. These materials emit light under elastic deformation without being destroyed, and can
be used for lighting, medical imaging or even as artificial skin.
However, it still left something to be solved as we had to keep on applying an external energy.

Q. What development will you tracking most closely in the future? Are there goals you imagine to take in the
mechanoluminescence field? Any challenges?

After much consideration, we came to an idea to use wind, which is an infinite and natural
energy source.

Our final goal is to develop natural wind-driven ML display. While we made a considerable advance in the
development of mechanoluminescent materials by resolving the light intensity and sustainability problems, there are still

Harnessing wind-activated mechanoluminescent devices in practical displays or

several significant drawbacks: to get the light to an acceptable brightness we had to use a wind speed of 40m/s-roughly

lighting systems is expected to pave the way to new environmentally friendly light technologies,

that of a Category 2 hurricane. So, finding how we create materials which are highly susceptible to wind is the key to

which reduce energy waste and preserve nature.

success.

Q. You told me that the idea of mechanoluminescence display was created in

produces light even with a tiny deformation.

Also, we have to find a way to enhance efficiency of the mechanoluminescent material, so that the material
a field of barleys. How did the field inspired you to come up with the idea?

To continue our research, there should be several companies to actually commercialize the technologies
creating a virtuous cycle, where the company gets incomes from the commercialized technologies, the industry is

I often take a walk after my lunch near by our campus. As you know, DGIST is
located in quiet and secluded area, so there are many places for taking a walk like a trail around
the field of barleys. One day, I was walking and saw the field of barleys fluttering in the breeze.
That scene brought me an idea to demonstrate a wind-driven mechanoluminescence display by
setting up a patterned array of small rods.
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activated itself, and the incomes are re-invested as research funds.
I hope mechanoluminescence research field gets re-invigorated with more researchers and the field goes one
step further through more opportunities to commercialize the technology.
References: The paper was published in the Royal Society of Chemistry in July 2014.
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environment friendly mechanoluminescence * display developed by Dr. Soon Moon

High-Performance Lower-Temperature
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Cathodes [October, 2014]

Chaotic Dynamics in
Magnetic Vortex Structures

Results Published in Angewandte Chemie

[December 17, 2014]

when the space between them was

and technology journal Nature

Mi-Young Im and Professor Jung-

200nm and counterclockwise when

Communications as an article titled

of Energy Systems Engineering, has developed a new, highly-efficient Solid

Il Hong from the Department of

the space was 800nm.

“Stochastic formation of magnetic

Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) cathodes by nanotailoring of composite electrodes. The

Emerging Materials Science at DGIST,

When the space between the nano-

vortex structures in asymmetric disks

research was carried out through an international joint research with a research

has observed the chaos phenomenon

magnetic materials was 500nm,

triggered by chaotic dynamics.” The

occurring in the nanoscale magnetic

however, they spun clockwise or

research was conducted as part of

team led by Professor Eric Wachsman at the University of Maryland.

material array. The research was

counterclockwise randomly; thus

the Global R&D Center program and

Solid oxide fuel cells have gained a lot of attention because they provide a potential solution

carried out through a joint research

proving that the chaos phenomenon

Advanced Researcher Support program

to the energy scarcity expected in our future. While pure hydrogen is required to activate

with a research team led by Ki-Suk

is also applicable to the spin direction

sponsored by the Ministry of Science,

the Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC) to transform the chemical energy to

Lee from Ulsan National Institute of

according to the space between the

ICT, and Future Planning and National

electrical energy, SOFC has the highest fuel-to-electricity conversion efficiency among other

Science and Technology.

nano-magnetic materials.

Research Foundation of Korea.

Although studies and researches in the

“This is the first study to demonstrate

spintronics field are actively ongoing

that the chaos phenomenon can

1) Spin vortex: It is the form wherein

It has been pointed out, however, that the SOFC requires high temperature operation over

worldwide, the physical cause of the

be applied to the formation of spin

the array of the spinning direction

800℃, which eventually incurs high expenses, and the application of SOFC has been limited

spin vortex* structure and skyrmion*

direction of nano-magnetic materials.

rotates like a typhoon. A nucleus

due to its low stability for long-term operation. As a result, many studies and researches to

formed in the nano-magnetic material

If we can discover how the chaos

exists at the center. The rotation can

improve performance degradation rate of SOFC for intermediate temperature (below 700℃)

arrays has not discovered yet.

phenomenon operates in the nano-

be clockwise or counterclockwise,

RESEARCH

A research team, led by Professor
DGIST research team, led by Professor Kang Taek Lee from the Department

existing fuel cells and unique fuel flexibility allowing use of various hydrocarbon fuels, such
as diesel and natural gas currently in use.

have been spurred globally.

magnetic materials and what are

and the nucleus can be in the upward

The joint research team demonstrated

the determining conditions, we

or downward direction. As such, the

The research team developed a new wet-chemical synthesis used for successfully obtaining

that the chaos phenomenon, wherein

will be able to control precisely

information can be stored based on the

a novel nanocomposite cathode material, synthesizing lanthanum(La)-manganese(Mn)

small differences in the initial phase

the spin direction in spin vortex,”

rotation form and nuclear direction,

oxides(LSM) and stabilized bismuth(Bi) oxides(Erbia-Stabilized Bismuth, ESB) in nano-regime

can result in large diverging outcomes,

said Professor Im, who is currently

and it is considered to be a potentially

(<80nm) at low temperature below 300℃.

is applied in determining the direction

conducting the research at Lawrence

stable information storage medium.

of spin in the nano-magnetic material

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL),

array through testing and simulation

United States.

The newly developed nanocomposite cathode materials showed 140 times higher enhancement in its performance (cathode

using the synchrotron radiation

polarization) relative to conventional LSM-YSZ cathodes and exceptional SOFC performance over 2 W/cm-2 at intermediate

microscope.

temperature (<700℃).

2) Skyrmion: Although it is a spin
structure similar to spin vortex, the

According to Professor Im, the precise

small spin structure has little or no

control of spin vortex generated in

rotation and only a small nucleus.

The research team also found that the spin

the nano-magnetic materials array is

It is considered to be a potential

Professor Kang Taek Lee mentioned that “While the existing SOFCs for intermediate temperature are based on cobaltite oxide,

direction can be set clockwise or counter-

essential in completing the spintronics

information storage medium.

which has low stability, our research team could achieve exceptionally high-performance co-assembled nanocomposite.” He

clockwise according to the space between

element technology. “This study will

added, “we believe this intelligent nanoarchitecture is promising for electro-chemical performance enhancement of composite

the nano-magnetic materials in a test

advance the development of next-

3) Spintronics: A combination of spin

electrodes with broad applications in energy storage and conversion devices.”

regarding array environment.

generation memory that is much faster

and electronics, it shows the magnetic

In a test of nano-magnetic materials

and efficient than the semiconductor

property; it is the new information

References: The paper was published in the Angewandte Chemie on October 6, 2014 under the title “Rational Design of

arranged with 200nm, 500nm, and

DRAM,” she added.

technology that uses the magnetic

Lower-Temperature Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Cathodes via Nanotailoring of Co-Assembled Composite Structures”.

800nm space between them, the
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moment of the electron instead of

research team showed that the nano-

The research result was published

magnetic materials spun clockwise

in the world-renowned science

electronic charge as signal
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To c o m p a r e t h e f u n c t i o n o f

inflammation and fibrosis of islet

The paper was co-authored by Dr.

or tissue in a reparative or reactive

clear that the regulation of blood

transplanted young and old islets in

blood vessels. The dysfunction of

Alejandro Caisedo (Miller School of

process and thus indicates a hallmark

glucose declines with age, it was

the same systemic environment, the

islet blood vessels eventually disrupts

Medicine, University of Miami, USA),

of aging in many organs.

unknown whether this disturbance

research team also tested whether

and delays insulin delivery to target

Dr. Per-Olof Berggren (Uppsala

is a consequence of intrinsic

aged islet grafts can recover its

tissues and thus increases the glucose

University, Sweden) and Dr. Won-

* Beta cells (β-cells) are a type of cell

tolerance and deteriorates glucose

Bae Jeon (Division of Nano-Bio

in the pancreas located in the islets of

homeostasis.

Te c h n o l o g y , D G I S T ) , a n d w a s

Langerhans. They make up 65-80% of

published in the Proceedings of the

the cells in the islets.

Potential strategies for mitigating age-

National Academy of Sciences (PNAS)

related impairment in islet function are

on November 17, 2014 under the title

* Laminins are major proteins in the

therefore expected to target systemic

“Young capillary vessels rejuvenate

basal lamina (one of the layers of

or local inflammation and fibrosis

aged pancreatic islets”

the basement membrane), a protein

within the islet vessels, while most

[November 17, 2014]
Dr. Nam’s Research Team
demonstrates connection
between aging of pancreatic
islets and blood glucose level

RESEARCH

How does
aging affect
Pancreatic
Islets?

E ven though it has been so

network foundation for most cells and

studies on islet aging have focused on

* Pancreatic islets are small organs

organs. The laminins are an important

the beta cell proliferation.

composed of endocrine (i.e.,

and biologically active part of the basal

hormone-producing) cells that secrete

lamina, influencing cell differentiation,

“The results will suggest a new

the major hormones such as insulin,

migration, and adhesion, as well as

direction for future research in islet

glucagon, and somatostatin, which

phenotype and survival. Laminins are

aging and anti-aging”Dr. Nam said.

play a key role in regulating blood

trimeric proteins that contain an α

He added,“After we figure out what

glucose levels (glycemia). The islets

-chain, a β-chain, and a γ-chain,

causes the inflammation and fibrosis

are also known as islets of Langerhans

found in five, four, and three genetic

of islet blood vessels for prevention

named after Paul Langerhans, who

variants, respectively.

and therapeutics of diabetes in older

discovered the islets in 1869.

people, we may perhaps expect
The inflammation and fibrosis of
islet blood vessels involved in
Diabetes - and the surprising discovery
that it delays insulin delivery to
target tissues causing fragile glucose
tolerance - could lead to new
therapeutics for the disease,
a research team led by
Dr. Hong-Gil Nam (DGIST Fellow,
Center for Plant Aging Research,
Institute for Basic Science),
american research team from Miller
School of Medicine, University of
Miami, and swedish research team
from Rolf Luft Research Center
for Diabetes and Endocrinology
reported in the journal Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences
(PNAS) on November 19, 2014.
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dysfunction of the regulatory organ,

function as competent as young islet

completely new and healthy aging

* Fibrosis is the formation of excess

the pancreatic islet.* However, the

grafts, transplanting aged islets of

without any concerns of diabetes.”

fibrous connective tissue in an organ

joint research team demonstrated

aged mice into the anterior chamber

that aging of pancreatic islets is

of the eye of young mice with

associated with inflammation

diabetes. Young recipient mice’

and fibrosis* of islet blood vessels

s ability to control glycemia was

but does not affect characteristic

recovered, as islets from old mice

functions of the islets, such as

were revascularized with healthy

glucose sensing and the insulin

blood vessels showing strong islet

secretory capacity of islet beta cells.*

cell proliferation and fully restore
control of glycemia.

In experiments on mice with
diabetes, researchers observed

The result indicates that secretory

that blood vessels in islets of aged

function of islet beta cells does not

mice contained more laminin,* a

decline with age and suggests that

biomarker of fibrosis, and higher

islet function is threatened because

inflammation in islet blood vessels,

of the age-dependant impairment

comparing to young mice.

of islet vascular function, such as
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DGIST, as a Vanguard of the
Creative Economy Model

[July, 2014]

Great performances on Co-operative Tech-Biz Model and
Technology-based Start-up Training Program

DGIST, As a Bridge Between Large and Midsize Companies

01

Green Mobility, in the partnership with KR Motors, will be sharing its motor controller technologies for electronic scooter,
receiving KR Motor’s various experiences in the market and practical knowledges of the industry. It is expected to
penetrate into domestic and foreign motorcycle market through the collaboration of two companies, manufacturing ecofriendly transportations. The partnership between two companies is regarded as a successful tech-biz model.
Jeon-il Moon, director of the University-Industry Cooperation, mentioned that“As a part of‘Tech-biz Collaborative
Network Business’
, DGIST could successfully act as a bridge to strengthen the link between large and small companies.
DGIST will continuously hold Open Technology Programs like‘Open Innovation Day’, and‘Tech Day’, leading the
development of local technologies and establishing the Creative Economy Environment.”

DGIST, to Nurture Future Entrepreneurs

02

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

At the 8th meeting of the
Presidential Advisory Council
on Science and Technology
held in April, Sung-Chul Shin,
the President of DGIST(Daegu
Gyeongbuk Institute of Science
and Technology), had briefed
to President Park Guen-hye on
‘an action plan to invigorate
technology-based joint
venture.’

Recently, DGIST clinched a collaboration agreement between Green Mobility Co., the DGIST’
s 1st joint venture company,
and KR Motors, a leading company in domestic motorcycle manufacturing industry.

Starting with an orientation on July 10, DGIST Tech-biz Startup Education Center launched a four-month ‘Start-up Training
Program.’
Many DGIST members, including researchers and students, had
applied to the program with various creative business ideas
ranging from‘leading-edge technology-applied items’to‘unique
items’to solve inconveniences in daily life. Total 17 of teams were
selected for the program participants.
The education program is comprised of 15 courses: Tech-biz startup strategy, presentation skills, company management, marketing
and finance, patents law, and etc.
At the end of the program, each team presented their business
proposal prepared during the education period. Venture capitalists
and experts from various fields of industry evaluated the proposal
and advise to develop the items as real businesses.

The technology-based joint venture is actively progressed in DGIST as one of the Creative Economy Models. The technology-based joint
venture is a business start-up model for university-industry co-operation of which technologies owned by a university or a governmentfunded research institution are contributed to about 20% of the new entity’s capital through a technology valuation and the rest is
funded by the partner company.
DGIST has been trying to establish university-industry collaboration businesses and networks for maximizing R&D capabilities and
performances of local midsize companies. As a result, total seven of technology-based joint venture companies has been established
including Green Mobility Co. and Jung-Kwan Materials Co.
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Yoon-Kyung Hwang, director of the Technology Venture Center,
mentioned that“Greatly performed teams were offered various
opportunities to participate in the Shanghai Investment
Conference, establishing a network of oversea venture capitalists.
Furthermore, benefits to participate in investment competitions
and training programs held by world-renowned universities like
MIT will be given to those teams.”
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What is the Management of Innovation(MOI) program?
MOI program aims at educating and fostering future venture business leaders and professionals of technology
commercialization. DGIST has a vision to develop the Technopolis area as the Silicon Valley in Korea - Biseul Valley
named after the famous Mountain Biseul in the region - as a cradle of technology-oriented venture enterprises.
MOI, the program, itself will be a unique academic field converging both technology and business management together,
based on practical learning.
How have you prepared for the opening of MOI program in March?
We are literally covering all the bases to make it fruitful. First of all, we invited authorities in the field of technologybased start-ups. Including Chair Professor Min-wha Lee known as a legendary venture professional, the compacted
lineup of professors will lead the program. In short, the list includes Professor Seung-joo Lee, former intellectual property
examiner, Professor Jin-woo Lim, current Samsung chief researcher and consultant, and other professionals in the fields
to provide students with further practical help and advices for their ventures. Not only the superb faculties, our selfdeveloped class materials will also contribute to the perfection of the program. We are planning to recruit students twice
a year in November and December.

An interview with Professor Kong-rae Lee
Korean manufacturing industry has been losing its shine: A picture showing empty
docks at Ulsan shipbuilding facilities hit the headlines recently, not to mention that
the textile industry has long gone decline, which used to be a growth engine of Daegu
region.
Dr. Kong-rae Lee, a professor of Daegu Gyeongbuk Institute of Science and
Technology, who has been warning about the doom of manufacturing industry from
a decade ago, assures that fostering innovation-oriented leaders and entrepreneurs
should be addressed first to handle the problem. He argues that it is the time when
professional executive members in science and technology fields should foresee
prepare for the future trends.
DGIST takes an initiative to encourage the manufacturing industry to develop a new
breakthrough and to recover competency through innovation. The institute launches
Management of Innovation(MOI) program from March 2015. With the program, new
challenges will begin to create technology-based start-ups and promote innovative
strategies expecting invigoration of the region’s economy.
Writer sat down with Professor Kong-rae Lee to find out more about the program and
its background.
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From Innovative Idea to Industry :
Management of Innovation Program

[November, 2014]
What kind of courses does MOI program offer?
MOI, unlike any other existing business management education programs, focuses on innovating technologies and
integrating the technologies into venture management, so that the venturer can reinforce the competitiveness of the
company. For instance,‘Innovative Finance’course will mainly cover R&D accounting and financial asset management,
which allows the company to ease their technical development and innovation.
In‘Venture Management’course, students will practice how to find solutions on each problem that business manager or
venturers may encounter and will experience field-based learning activities.
Besides,‘Intellectual Property’,‘Business Model’, and‘Science-Technology Innovation Trend and Future Prediction’
will be offered.
MOI sounds very attractive to students, especially those with dream as a venturer. To whom would you like to
recommend this program?
Anyone, who has a degree and does not want to simply get hired as an employee of a company, but who does have a
dream to establish a venture company, is welcomed to apply for this program.
Also, we are expecting that whoever considers a business start-up currently working as an employee and future CEOs
who are supposed to succeed their family businesses will definitely learn many things through our program.
What kinds of benefit are given to the students?
MOI is not a degree-granting program. We are looking for serious dreamers who are preparing for business start-up.
Therefore, we prepared various ways to support students to achieve their dream. All students will visit the Silicon Valley
in summer to examine local venture business and have conversation session with experts.
After completing MOI courses, we will provide follow-up supports for students to start actual business. We are planning
to select customized mentors to continuously consult them even after their completion of the program and to propose a
foundation of business incubation center within DGIST to lead a successful venture business.
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DGIST Freshmen Take
One Step Closer to Start-up [November, 2014]

A Collaboration between DGIST-Pyungwha
Holdings-Mirae Holdings [December 4, 2014]

Team Flow Won the 1st DGIST Simulated Venture Competition:
The War of Brave Ones

Pyunghwa Research Institute to lead the industry-academia-research co-operation
and implementation of the creative economy

“Business start-up can be another
option that grants you new opportunity
in your life. I could take a fresh step
towards the new direction, start-up,
with supports from our university.”

woo Kim of Team Flow, “Our next
goal is to elaborate the idea and make
a trial product. After participating in a
virtual reality-related conference, we are
expecting that we could go further by
commercializing our idea.”

Team Flow presented ‘Auxiliary
Equipment for 4-D Virtual Reality
Display System’ as a new solution
to ease the virtual reality sickness general discomfort, headache, stomach
awareness, nausea, vomiting, fatigue,
and drowsiness. The creative idea and
high marketability led them to win first
prize among 6 other teams participated
in the contest.
The 6 evaluation committee members
including Min-hwa Lee(Chair Professor,
DGIST), Chul-hwan Kim(Chairman,
KITE Entrepreneurship Foundation),
Hwa-sung Jeon(CEO, CNT-Tech) granted
Team Flow the grand prize praising
that “the idea is highly marketable if
additional research on related patent and
market tendency follows.”
“The competition allowed us to rediscover our weakness,” said Jong-
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Team Flow, consist of three
undergraduate freshmen (Jong-woo Kim,
Jun-nyeong Shin, Min-ho Shin), grabbed
the first prize at the ‘DGIST Simulated
Venture Competition: War of Brave
Ones’ The competition was held on
November 13th at DGIST International
Conference Hall.

With cash prize, two prize-winners from
the competition including Team Flow,
earned a qualification to participate in
‘Joint Venture Competition of ScienceTechnology Specialized Universities’on
28th, November.
The purpose of the competition was
to provide future entrepreneurs with
an opportunity to materialize their
idea, increasing their understanding in
venture and entrepreneurship through
the competition.
“The most important factor in a venture
process is to understand client’s needs
and to turn it into a product,” said Yunkyung Hwang, director of the Center for
Technology Venture, “We are planning
to actively connect the competition

A joint venture Pyunghwa Research Institute Co., Ltd.
was established through a collaboration between DGIST,
Pyunghwa Holdings Co., Ltd., and Mirae Holdings Ltd.

participants with senior business
professionals and investment experts to
commercialize the various ideas presented
at the competition”
The simulated venture competition was
hosted by DGIST and supported by the
National Research Foundation of Korea
and the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future
Planning.

Pyungwha Research Institute is the 9th technologybased joint venture of DGIST and, under the agreement,
‘DGIST’ invests its technology, a Daegu-based
automobile parts manufacture company ‘Pyunghwa
Holdings’ and a technology holding company coestablished by universities specialized in science and
technology ‘Mirae Holdings’ financially invests with its
capital.

The automobile parts manufacturer Pyunghwa Holdings
found its new growth engine with DGIST technology
while searching for various future development strategies
in the rapidly changing automobile market. The company
plans to develop the MEMS microphone for smart
phones and MEMS-based voice recognition system for
automobiles through the joint R&D co-operation with the
institute, introducing them to both domestic and global
markets.

The technology invested by DGIST is ‘MEMS(Micro
Electro Mechanical Systems) Microphone’, which is
attached to a smart phone or a wearable device to boost
phone conversation or recording performance in a noisy
environment.
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The End and
the Beginning

2014 Matriculation Ceremony

[March 3, 2014]

2014 Commencement Ceremony [February 21, 2014]

On February 21, 2014 Commencement Ceremony took place at
the auditorium. At the event, 34 students received their master’
s
diplomas. Parents, students, faculties and staffs participated in
the ceremony to celebrate their graduation and hard work for
education.

What follow is a brief remix of conversation with Dong-Hwa
Lee, which allow us look into his passion and commitment to
DGIST and his study.

Faculty and student also made a faculty-student oath.
Faculty pledged to do their best to develop students into
the global leaders of knowledge creation, and students
pledged to become a talent who has '3C' of creativity,
contribution, and caring.

Total of 247 freshmen(168 undergraduate students, 79
graduate students) attended the ceremony, and ByungHwa Lee from Emerging Materials Science, and Hyun-Jin
Go from School of Basic Science made an oath as student
representatives.

Meanwhile, undergraduate school of DGIST, which
recruited their students for the first time, plans to conduct
unique convergence education with the 'single college
without departments' system, faculty fully dedicated to
undergraduate program, and self-developed e-text books.

UNIVERSITY NEWS

During the commencement address, President Shin encouraged
the class of 2014 who will start another journey from the day at
a new place outside of DGIST.

Meanwhile, Dong-Hwa Lee, a student of the graduating class of
2014, from the Department of Energy Systems Engineering was
conferred the 2014 Hye-Seul Award(DGIST Best Dissertation
Award) in recognition of his research achievement with a
dissertation‘Highly Stable and Flexible Silver Nanowire Graphene Hybrid Transparent Conducting Electrode for
Emerging Optoelectronic Devices’.

The 2014 matriculation ceremony was held on March
3 with over 500 attendees including Mayor of Daegu
Metropolitan City, Vice Governor for Political Affairs of
Gyeongsangbuk-do, and officials of Ministry of Science,
ICT and Future Planning.

What would you describe DGIST in a word?
It’s so difficult to put all the things I’ve learned here just in a word. If I have to say, it would be
a ‘puzzle.’ DGIST has many puzzle pieces, excellent faculty, friends of different personalities,
state-of-the-art analysis equipments, exclusive supports, and various opportunities to
cooperate with other departments and research divisions. As all the pieces have been falling
into one place, my graduation came closer and so does the vision of DGIST.

Any comments for the new comers of DGIST?
I would like to share a phrase I found from a book. “Do not search for an answer of
your life. Make your answer. Do not dream about tomorrow. Faithful today will be your
tomorrow. Do not just follow your mentor blindly. Take his guide as a reference. That will
be enough.” Opportunities come along to everyone. A person who is faithful for every
moment will not easily miss the opportunities visited in his life.
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DGIST Fellow Hong Gil Nam
won the 2014 Ho-Am Prize
in Science [April 2, 2014]
DGIST Fellow Hong Gil Nam was chosen as the awardee of the 2014
Ho-Am Prize in science on April 2.
Dr. Nam was awarded for his achievement in identification of genes
that contribute to the regulation of leaf senescence, and in defining
the genetic and molecular mechanisms of plant development and
senescence.
Dr. Nam also identified that molecular genetics, which is usually
studied in animal research, is applicable to plant research, and is
leading its application to research on agricultural crop.
Dr. Nam received his bachelor's degree in chemistry from the
Seoul National University, and doctor's degree in biochemistry
from University of North Carolina. Dr. Nam was designated as one
of the National Scholars of Korea in 2010 for his achievement in
establishing the theory that plant senescence is controlled by genetic
programs. Currently Dr. Nam is one of DGIST Fellows, and holds
a position as a Director of the Center for Plant Aging Research,
Institute for Basic Science.
Other laureates of 2014 Ho-Am Prize is as follows : Sang Yup
Lee(Distinguished Professor, KAIST)-Engineering, Seung K.
Kim(Professor, Stanford University)-Medicine, Hei-Kyung
Honh(Prima donna, Metropolitan Opera)-The Arts, Ha Jong
Kim(Father, Director of Anna House)-Community Service.
The Ho-Am Prize was established in 1990 by Kun-Hee Lee, the
Chairman of Samsung, to praise the noble spirit of the Founder
Byung-chul Lee. The Prize is presented each year to individuals
who have contributed to academics, arts, and social development, or
who have enhanced the welfare of humanity through distinguished
accomplishments in their respective professional fields.
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An International Symposium on
Genetics of Aging and Life History
DGIST Aging Research Center(Director,
Pyung Ok Lim) held an international
symposium on genetics of aging and life
history from May 14 to 15 at DGIST
Advanced Convergence Research Center.
Over 100 researchers, overseas and domestic
experts in aging research including Siegfried
Hekimi, Professor of McGill University,
participated in the symposium and discussed
about aging and aging control of human,

[May 15, 2014]
animal(caenorhabditis elegans, mouse) and
plant(arabidopsis thaliana), also about current
research trend of anti-aging.
Hong Gil Nam, Chairman of the symposium
organizing committee, said, "Aging and
anti-aging research can be a competitive
field for Daegu city, considering its slogan
'medicity.' We will hold aging and anti-aging
symposium periodically, and develop it into a
prestigious academic event."

The Formal Opening of the Resilient CPS
Research Center [September 3, 2014]
expected to lead future SW technology development
On September 3, DGIST held formal opening of the
Resilient Cyber Physical System Research Center.

Attracting the Resilient CPS Research Center to
DGIST, The Ministry of Science, ICT and Future
Planning decided to financially support DGIST with
approximately USD 15.3 million over the next 8 years.
To commercialize the CPS-embedded Software
technologies, the CPS Global Center is planning to
utilize the developing technologies to various social
infrastructures after verifying the performance of
the technologies applied to photovoltaic monitoring
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As size of the embedded software market is expected
to grow over than USD 198 billion in 2022, when the
research period is supposed to be end, a successful
development of CPS technologies will create enormous
economic ripple effect.
Dr. Yongsoon Eun, director of the Resilient CPS
Research Center as well as professor of the Department
of Information Communication and Engineering
of DGIST, mentioned that“CPS has emerged as a
promising research paradigm as most of the social
infrastructures are predicted to be built on CPS in near
future. This, however, means any systemic errors or
malfunction caused by external systemic attacks can
have fatal consequences of our society.”She added
“DGIST will lead the CPS research area, which
is essential to security of our society in the future,
through an active co-operation between our center and
the CPS Global Center established in 2012.”

As a hub of nanometer process and material property measurement research

UNIVERSITY NEWS

The Resilient CPS Research Center aims to develop
source technologies enhancing robustness of social
infrastructure, such as national defense, energy, and
transport & traffic systems, based on the CPS(CyberPhysical System), which is an integrated system of
collaborating computational elements controlling
physical entities.

solution and modules for industrial control.

Opening of LBNL-DGIST Joint Institute for
Microscopy [May 30, 2014]
DGIST held an opening ceremony of the LBNL-DGIST Joint Institute for Microscopy(LDJIM) on May 30 at Berkeley, California. LDJIM
is established for joint research between DGIST and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory(LBNL).
Yong Seung Kwon, Director of LDJIM, Professor Jung-Il Hong and Professor Mi-Young Lim from DGIST Emerging Materials Science,
Dr. Patrick Naulleau and Dr. Peter Fischer from LBNL participated in the ceremony. Participants discussed about ways of joint research
and set future development direction.
The LDJIM will conduct research on quantum matter research and promote use of soft x-ray microscope developed by LBNL, through
microscopy and nano pattern process research with LBNL's Center for X-Ray Optics.
Director Kwon said, "DGIST will lead the research on nanometer process and material property measurement through joint research with
LBNL, one of the world's best basic science research institute."
Meanwhile, LDJIM was established as a part of MSIP(Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning)'s project aimed at attracting
excellent overseas research institutes. DGIST has been conducted joint research with LBNL through DGIST-LBNL Joint Research Center,
established in 2012 at DGIST.
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Completion of
DGIST
academic
campus
[June 13, 2014]

DGIST held its academic campus dedication ceremony
on June 13 at the convention hall.
Over 1,000 guests including Choi Mun-kee, Minister of
Science, ICT and Future Planning, Congressman JongJin Lee and Sugn-Geol Ryu, Bum-il Kim, Mayor of
Daegu Metropolitan City, Kim Kwan Yong, Governor
of Gyeongsangbuk-do, and Jong-Yong Yoon, DGIST
Chairman of Board of Trustees attended the ceremony.

DGIST has completed the construction of seven research
buildings in 2010, and with the newly completed
buildings, DGIST is expected to become the place
where convergence education and research, also the
creative economy is realized.
Especially, the undergraduate school building, which is
named as 'Consilience Hall', has an extended common
use space and is connected to every graduate school
buildings to symbolize the convergence spirit of DGIST.
Consilience hall is a long building with a length of
310m and has an open structure that allows faculty and
students from different majors to communicate freely.
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Since the beginning of the construction in 2010, 24
buildings(5 educational buildings, 8 administrative
buildings, 7 housing, and other 4 buildings) are
completed on the campus site of 491,454㎡.

Additionally, the central library is a mobius strip-like
atrium structure, and an energy-saving building that
uses geothermal power for air conditioning and heating
system. It is expected to be a humanistic healing space
for science and engineering students.
President Sung-Chul Shin said, "We have established an
optimum environment for convergence education and
research. With this state of the art facilities, we will do
our best to advance DGIST into an institute that can lead
the nation's science and technology."
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Last 10 Years of DGIST, and
Another Journey from Today
Celebrations have begun to mark the 10th
anniversary of DGIST(Daegu Gyeongbuk
Institute of Science and Technolgy).
DGIST started as a small national research
institute in a tiny, leased office with only
19 members in 2004. Now, 10 years
later, DGIST has been achieving its rapid
growths and its reputation has been built
around as a national research institute,
where research division and academic
division co-exist, and where the number
of its members have increased to 842 (431
students, 412 academic and administrative
staffs).
Since 2004, all members of DGIST,
including the founding president SungChul Shin, have been devoting every
effort to achieve a vision of becoming a
‘world-leading convergence research
university’In terms of education, DGIST
has a goal to nurture‘future science
leaders of knowledge creation’, so that
the institute can play a leading role in

the national advancement of science and
technology. In terms of research, it has
a goal to develop‘future convergence
technologies’
, so DGIST can contribute
to the development of the new growth
industries for both the region and the
nation.
And now, celebrating its rapid growth
with various commemorative events,
DGIST is preparing another journey from
today.
To celebrate its 10th birthday on
September 7, KBS Open Concert and
DGIST 10th Anniversary Ceremony were
held at the campus in the beginning of
September.
On September 2, the KBS Open Concert
was held at Time Garden infront of the
Central Library of DGIST to celebrate the
anniversary and to achieve cohesion of
the regional community. Over than 7,000

[September, 2014]

2004
2014

citizens, local governors and officials of
Daegu Gyeongbuk area, including DGIST
members, came for the event.
After the event, DGIST 10th Anniversary
Ceremony was held on September 16.
Various programs for the ceremony
include‘Brief Report on DGIST History’,
‘Welcome Speech’,‘Commemorative
Speech of DGIST President’,
‘Appreciation Plaque Presentation’,
‘DGIST Contributors Awards’,
‘Declaration of the Cultural Charter’,
and etc.
At the ceremony, the president Sung-Chul
Shin shared his management philosophy
and encouraged members for more
enthusiastic and passionate future.
At the commemorative speech, our
president Sung-Chul Shin mentioned that
“Today’s ceremony is intended not
only to celebrate the key milestones in
our history but to also celebrate with
and appreciate to the people who have
contributed to what DGIST is today.”
“As we greet the 10th anniversary of the
institute, it is also a time to reflect on the
passionate past 10 years and prepare for
the next 100 years, by taking a Quantum
Jump’ as a research-oriented university.”

Other events planned throughout the
rest of year include two distinguished
lectures which were delivered by Nobel
laureates in October, Time Capsule
Ceremony in November, and the 3rd
DGIF (DGIST Global Innovation Festival,
an international academic conference)
from November 20 to 21.
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On October 24, DGIST opened its central library located at the middle of the campus. Over than 150 people
including prominent figures from IT and cultural fields participated in the event to celebrate its opening.
For the library opening, Prof. Yoo Hong-Jun, former Administrator of the Cultural Heritage Administration of Korea,
was invited and delivered an interesting lecture with a theme“A Definition of Masterpiece and Mastership”Along
with the special lecture, many cultural events, including gallery opening party, music performance, and traditional
tea tasting event, took place at the library.
As a cultural space adopting‘convergence’as its platform, state-of-the-art IT technologies, arts, and culture are
integrated all together into one place, to the library. The Möbius strip-shaped building consists of 6,733㎡ over six

DGIST Library,
where IT
Technologies and
Culture Converge

First floor is filled with cultural spaces including DGIST Gallery and Exhibit Hall. Data Center, where the whole
information infrastructure of DGIST exists, is located on the second floor. Learning Commons, Auditorium, and
Group Study Rooms, which will be utilized for collaborative study, group projects, and open exchange of ideas
of students and researchers, are located on the third floor. The library also features Family Reading Room and
Multimedia Viewing Station on fourth floor and Reading Room with over than 45,000 books and publications on
fifth floor.

[October 24, 2014]

“Our central library is established as a cultural place where library users create
new knowledges with their limitless imagination and where they can emotionally
communicate with various artists.”
The adoption of ‘Campus Cloud Service’, a comprehensive IT system which provides same access environment
for all smart phone and tablet users inside of the campus, has greatly facilitated students not only to complete their
course assignments with devices equipped at the library but also to experience the smart education system.

UNIVERSITY NEWS

Opening ceremony of
DGIST Central Library

floors above ground.

Dr. Sung-Chul Shin, president of DGIST, said that “Our central library is established as a cultural place where
library users create new knowledges with their limitless imagination and where they emotionally communicate
with various artists.”
He added, “DGIST will foster this library as a place opened to public, where any community members, research
institutes, and companies of the region can freely share their thoughts and cultures together.”
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DGIST Global
Innovation Festival
2014
[November 21, 2014]

Bringing together
international intellectuals

From November 20 to 21, DGIST Global Innovation Festival
2014 was successfully held at DGIST campus. DGIF is a
comprehensive international academic conference on six
strategic education and research areas of DGIST, which are
Emerging Materials Science, Information and Communication
Engineering, Robotics Engineering, Energy Systems
Engineering, Brain Science, and New Biology. During the
conference, more than 1,300 individuals including scholars
around the world attended talks, presentations and other
various programs.
As plenary speakers, numerous world-renowned scholars

were invited and gave speeches with interesting topics. On
the first day, Dr. Sungho Jin (Professor, UC San Diego, USA),
a pioneer in the field of Organic Light-emitting Diode (OLED)
and organic solar cell, gave a plenary speech entitled‘New
Energy Materials Research and Applications’; emphasizing
energy problem of these days as an environmental problem
that has to be resolved for sustainability, he introduced
various nanoscale structural modifications which significantly
enhance the performance of energy materials and nanobased future energy technologies, such as Concentrating
Solar Power (CSP), and nanostructured spectrally selectivecoating (SSC).

The conference provided a wide range of presentations
from various pool of experts touching on different thematic
areas. The conference programs, in addition, included Panel
Discussion and Interactive Poster Session, allowing scholars and
students to share various opinions in their field of expertise.
Especially at the‘Science and Engineering in My Life Session’,
Dr. Dennis Hong (Professor, UCLA, USA), a world leading
roboticist, gave an interesting lecture entitled‘From Odin
to Darwin : robot Evolution by Intelligent Design’Dr. Hong
mentioned that“It was so regretful that development in
robotics was still not enough to prevent the spreading disasters

like the East Japan Earthquake in 2011”He added,“To design
intelligent robots with warm technologies, which help people
make better life, that was why I chose to become a roboticist”
“With the world-leading scholars and researchers participated
at the event, DGIF 2014 provided an opportunity to show
trends of the latest science technologies and to read future
direction of the technology development.”assured Sung-Chul
Shin, the president of DGIST.“I do believe that DGIF will soon
become the world-wide festival where intellectuals from home
and abroad can exchange information, knowledge and insights
in their own field.”
UNIVERSITY NEWS
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